EaseUS Data Backup and Recovery
Solution Pushes Solid Troubleshooting
Support for Windows 10 Updates
NEW YORK, N.Y., Jan. 8, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Based on feedback from
Windows 10 users, quite a few issues successively have sprung since the past
December launch of Insider Preview Build 11082. Users of EaseUS utilities
reflect that data backup and recovery tools prove to be effective in
resolving much complex update problems caused by RedStone 11082.
It’s no doubt that Microsoft Windows 10, marked as a mile stone in Windows
development, is a breakthrough update, and keeps getting better by delivering
new updates straight after the official release. But there are no major
changes or new features in this 11082 build. Even information coming from
Microsoft representatives imply that most of the remaining showstopper
problems have more to do with the uncertainties around patching and update
policies or maybe procedures, and less with the bits.
The Windows Feedback page about issues with this build includes a mere three
notes. Language packages and features on demand fail to install. Furthermore,
when copying, deleting, or moving files there is no progress dialog shown. At
last, applying defaults for some applications will be reset. However,
problems mentioned by Windows 10 users are far more than these.
Plenty of users claim that Build 11082 fails to install, which is probably
the most commonly encountered issue. Windows 10 users, who complain that the
specific update stops at a certain percentage when trying to download and
install with the only option to restore previous build, appeal to EaseUS Data
Recovery Wizard and Todo Backup software for help in a hurry to restore lost
data caused by the installing outage or downgrade to the previous system.
EaseUS IT professionals further suggest that backing up all files and system
before jumping into any updates is sensible for a decreasing possibility of
data loss or crash disasters. Some report it seems that the new build is
messing with music, video and graphics files. EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard
settles down such troublesome file loss even when there is a bootable problem
on PCs. Scheduled backup plans by Todo Backup software is a foresight measure
for emergency or unknown risks and play a vital role in the later restoring.
To a large extent, EaseUS data recovery and backup software, fully compatible
with Windows 10, helps the update to install smoothly in a safe manner.
Despite that Windows 10 update has issues with driver, fingerprint reader and
Flash player are gradually surfacing, Windows 10 Insider Preview Build 11082
is after all not the final update version. No matter how far along the
process is, it’s believed that all these issues can be fixed in the upcoming
build as promised. In the current phase, new things must be tested by time.
Know more about EaseUS Windows 10 system upgrade solution:

http://www.easeus.com/campaign/windows-10-system-upgrade-and-backup-solution.
html.
About EaseUS Software:
EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users,
service providers in data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition
manager on both Windows and Mac platforms. Founded in 2004, EaseUS has
established itself as a fast-growing international company with over 100
million wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit
http://www.easeus.com/.
“EaseUS” is registered trademark of CHENGDU Yiwo Tech Development Co., Ltd.
Microsoft(R), Windows(R) are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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